Virtual Airway Assessment—So Far and Yet So Close!
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Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has brought into focus the occupational hazards that healthcare workers face. Since the risk of acquiring aerosol-transmitted diseases is directly proportional to the proximity to patients and the length of time spent within a potentially infectious area, anesthetists who deal with airway assessment and management are particularly at risk of infection.1 The recognition of these risks has led to several adaptations and innovations to decrease exposure to aerosols. These include intubation using an aerosol box, creating a negative pressure theater environment, adopting rapid sequence intubation protocols using video-laryngoscopes, and modifying the basic and advanced cardiac life support protocols. Telecommunication tools have been widely adopted for patient interaction in telemedicine consultations and conferencing between medical professionals. COVID-19 has necessitated restrictions on movement for people residing in poorly connected rural areas of the developing world. However, the rapid expansion of Internet access and penetration of smartphones offer an unique opportunity to bridge the health access gaps.

Hrishi, in this edition of the journal, presents an interesting, low-cost application of telemedicine in preanesthetic assessment relevant to resource-poor settings. COVID-19 transmission occurs efficiently from asymptomatic and pre-symptomatic individuals and poses a particular challenge during the preanesthetic assessment.2 An accurate airway assessment, an essential component of the preanesthetic check, requires the patient to remove their mask, exposing the examining anesthetist to the risk of close contact with the patient’s respiratory tract and secretions. This study demonstrates that smartphone-based airway assessment can decrease the anesthetist’s exposure to coronavirus without compromising patient care.

The role of telemedicine in the preoperative assessment with a focus on comorbidities and their optimization as well as airway assessment has been described earlier and is in practice in many centers where distance is the issue.3–5 A similar but simplified principle, the use of smartphones, using the direct-to-consumer visit model instead of the brick-and-mortar teleconsultation site, has been used by Hrishi in this study to evaluate the efficacy of virtual versus direct airway assessment in the preoperative period in patients presenting for neurosurgery.2,6

Additionally, as succinctly described by Bridges et al, telemedicine has applications beyond the immediate threat of COVID-19 and these need to be explored carefully.9 Where access to perioperative physicians is constrained, telemedicine offers an alternative to provide prehabilitation virtually.7 Use of these innovative measures may be exploited by anesthetists to promote remote preoperative and intraoperative guidance to optimize comorbidities and to manage as appropriate.8 Likewise, the transition of care from in-hospital to a postoperative follow-up at home, be it surgical or an anesthetic follow-up regarding the titration of medications or optimizing postoperative pain relief, can also be performed virtually, preventing avoidable readmissions.9

This timely publication in the Journal of Neurosciences in Rural Practice (JNRP) emphasizes smartphone-based secure assessment modalities, which can be extrapolated further to the entire perioperative period.

However, looking at this in a different light, with all its myriad benefits, remote communication has some significant shortcomings compared with traditional means of communication. Patients, especially those awaiting surgery, experience anxiety and benefit from the empathetic interaction that a preoperative consultation provides. As technological solutions grow, we must remain cognizant that these tools, while useful, do not replace human touch and direct interaction. While communicating virtually, the physician must strive to maintain a good rapport and communication with the patient to recompense the effects of an understanding handshake, a reassuring smile, a hand on the shoulder which we conventionally and often subconsciously use during a physical encounter with the patient. Furthermore, we...
must also be cognizant of confidentiality issues, secure storage, transmission of medical images, and national laws that need to be adhered to while developing solutions. Innovation is the need of the hour, and this timely seasonable publication in the JNRP shows that technology offers solutions for these unprecedented times. Nonetheless, we must remember that care is more than a clinical examination and the balance must always be held.
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